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Purpose:
S.S. BADGER (Car Ferry)
Coal fired ship => natural gas fired ship
Coal fired steam plant => natural gas fired steam plant
Engineering feasibility analysis



The following aspects 
will be discussed in the presentation:

The reason: why switch to natural gas 
as a ship fueling option against coal
Storage Options: LNG & CNG
System Layout
Design Details
Regulatory Compliance



Efforts to Improve Environmental Impact
Dumping coal ash from its boilers into the waters of 
Lake Michigan. 
Attracted attention from Environmental Protection 
Agency (EPA) and environmental groups, in late 2008. 
Find a way to capture and safely offload ash, change 
the fueling configuration of the ship, or cease 
operations by 2012. 
Plan to convert to natural gas powered
This would allow the historical steam system to be 
maintained and making the SS Badger the first "green" 
ship on the Great Lakes



Storage Options: LNG & CNG
LNG: Liquefied Natural 
Gas
Natural gas is liquefied 
when it’s cooled down to 
approximately -162 °C (-
260 °F) with a working 
pressure at about 5 to 7 
bars.
Cryogenic 
Independent ‘Type C’ 
tanks.

CNG: Compressed 
Natural Gas
Compress natural gas 
to a pressure of 200-
248 bar (2900-3600 
psi). 
Stored in high pressure 
cylinders. 
Stacked vertically or 
horizontally in bundles.



SYSTEM DIAGRAM (LNG)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The LNG system for the BADGER is composed of five major components. First, the Natural gas bunkering system, that includes the LNG tanker truck that connect to the bunkering station onboard, and transfers the gas to the storage tank;Second, the Natural gas storage system, used to store the gas;Third, the Cold Box, that is located next to LNG tanks, which contains the valves and gas heaters, and is used to restore the gas to the ready-to-use status;Fourth, the Gas Valve Unit (GVU), which is a sealed container located in the boiler room, is used to prepare the gas for the natural gas boilers;Finally, the Gas Boilers, that are used to power the existing steam engines.



SYSTEM DIAGRAM (CNG)

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The CNG option of the natural gas powered system is slightly different. First, The CNG module will be hauled to the shore side via a truck and lifted onboard via crane.Second, the CNG tanks are used to store compressed natural gas and hooked to the onboard tank connections.Third, CNG are collected and depressurized in the tank connection room, and send down to Gas Valve Unit;Fourth, the Gas Valve Unit (GVU), will control the gas supplied to gas boilers.Finally, the Gas Boilers, that are used to power the existing steam engines.



Gas Fuel Storage
Option 1: LNG on the open deck

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the first option, the LNG tanks would be located on the open deck aft of the exhaust stack,  mainly to comply with the USCG suggestion about “not to put the natural gas tanks under accommodation area”. This layout also has the advantage over other layout for its structurally simplicity. The gas supply pipe will go through exhaust vent down to the boiler room to avoid penetrate the passenger accommodation area. The bunkering stations, on both port and starboard side, can be located on the open deck, so that no gas pipe will penetrate the accommodation area. The inert gas bottle lockers will locate on the car deck,  next to the side shells, on both port and stbd side, with openings toward inside for loading/unloading convenience. The inert gas will be piping up through passenger space and reach open deck. The inert gas are used to purge the bunkering gas pipelines after the bunkering is finished. During vessel operation, the bunkering pipes will remain gas free.



Gas Fuel Storage
Option 2: LNG under the car deck

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In the second option being considered, the LNG fuel system would be located under the car deck in four separate compartments, containing one LNG tank and one cold box in each compartment. Two LNG tanks will be located in the existing coal bunker and two will be located in the hold #3. In order to meet the ABS requirement of locating tanks in separate compartments, the coal bunker and hold #3 will be separate, at centerline, by A-60 fire proof bulkhead. when one side of tanks are shut down, in the event of gas leakage is detected in the gas supply system, the two tanks and pipelines on other side will remain operational and be able to supply natural gas to boilers. This arrangement will require special approval from ABS and USCG for the location of gas tanks below an accommodation space.



Gas Fuel Storage
Option 3: CNG on the aft open deck

The concept of removable CNG container modules

Presenter
Presentation Notes
For the CNG storage onboard, this option utilizes the concept of removable CNG container modules. The container modules would be located on the aft open deck as shown on the screen. The CNG tanks are mounted in standard 40 feet shipping containers, every container consists of eight (8) CNG tanks.This concept of removable CNG container modules is similar to replacing the propane tank used for a gas grill. Once the CNG tanks are used up, the module will be unhooked from fuel supply line and replaced by a new module with fully filled tanks.The reason to use removable container modules is that:The compressed gas can only be transfer in a relatively low transfer rate and the bunkering time would be too long to fit in the BADGER’s docking schedule.The modular method can alleviate the low transfer rate problem. Since the tanks are already pre-filled before lifting onboard and only the pipe connection need to be made. So that, the BADGER would not need to sit on the dock and waiting for the tank to be filled.



Operation Schedule
Ludington, MI -
Manitowoc, WI

Spring/Fall Schedule:
One Round Trip Per Day

Summer Schedule:
Two Round Trip Per Day

Average speed: 18 miles 
per hour (15.6 knots)
4 hours to cross the Lake 
Michigan



Gas Consumption Estimations 

Spring/Fall 
Schedule

Summer 
Schedule

LNG One Round Trip Per 
Day

Two Round Trip Per 
Day

Energy Needed per Day mmBTU 1,200 1,500 
LNG Vol. Req'd per Day m3 50 63

Note: Energy Density (LNG): 23.87 mmBTU/m3

CNG One Round Trip Per 
Day

Two Round Trip Per 
Day

Energy Needed per Day mmBTU 1,200 1,500 
CNG Vol. Req'd per Day m3 141 176

Note: Energy Density(CNG): 8.53 mmBTU/m3

Daily Gas Consumption Summary



Refueling Schedule

LNG
Usable Tank 

Volume
One Round Trip 

Per Day
Two Round 

Trips Per Day

m3

50.28 cu. m. 
LNG per Day

62.85 cu. m. 
LNG per Day

Option 1 Aft Open Dk 420 8.4 days 6.7 days

CNG
Total Tank 

Volume
One Round Trip 

Per Day
Two Round 

Trips Per Day

m3

140.67 cu. m. 
CNG per Day

175.84 cu. m. 
CNG per Day

Option 3 Aft Open Dk, Container 
Modules 576 4.1 days 3.3 days

Refueling Frequency Summary



Safety Related Rules & Regulations
ABS Guide for Propulsion and Auxiliary Systems for 
Gas Fueled Ships 2011 (ABS Guide)
ABS Rules for Building and Classing Steel Vessels 2012

Part 5C Chapter 8 -Vessels Intended to Carry 
Liquefied Gases in Bulk

CNG tanks: ABS Guide for Vessels Intended to Carry 
Compressed Natural Gases in Bulk (CNG Guide)
Interim Guidelines on Safety for Natural Gas-Fuelled 
Engine Installations in Ships, which were adopted by 
International Maritime Organization (IMO) 
Resolution MSC.285(86) on 1 June 2009.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
One thing worth to mention is that: The US Coast Guard has used the IMO interim guidelines as a baseline standard to evaluate the proposals and made equivalency determinations for gas-fueled ship designs.



Summary
The following aspects have been 
discussed in the presentation:

The reason: why switch to natural gas as a 
ship fueling option against coal
Storage Options: LNG & CNG
System Layout
Design Details
Regulatory Compliance



Special Thanks
Great Lakes Maritime Research Institute

Questions?

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I’d like to express my special thanks to Great Lakes Maritime Research Institute to make this project happen. And any questions?
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